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only its local data and communication links to local neighbors,
and as a result, computing the optimal task assignment
requires collaboration among all robots. Centralized methods
collate all the information available to each robot at a central
station, which computes the optimal task assignment. This
approach presents significant computational and communication
overhead, especially in problems with a large number of robots,
and introduces a brittle single point of failure in the central
station. In this paper, we introduce distributed algorithms for
the multi-robot task assignment problem, where each robot
computes an optimal task assignment in problems with linear
objective functions and more generally, an optimal solution of
the relaxed task assignment problem locally, overcoming these
challenges.
We formulate the multi-robot task assignment problem as a
mathematical program, considering both its primal and dual
forms, noting that these convex formulations yield the optimal
task assignment [10] when the objective function consists of
a sum of linear functions. This paper has evolved from our
earlier work [11], in which we derived specialized primal and
inexact dual algorithms for the multi-robot task assignment
problem, demonstrating its application to task assignment
problems with linear objective functions. In this paper, we
Index Terms—Distributed Task Assignment, Distributed extend [11] by presenting a distributed exact dual algorithm,
Mathematical Programming, Distributed Optimization, Multi- in addition to providing a more thorough analysis of our
Robot Systems
distributed algorithms, which include a multi-robot primal
algorithm for the task assignment problem (MUR-TAP), a multirobot exact dual algorithm for the task assignment problem
I. I NTRODUCTION
(MURD-TAP), and a multi-robot inexact dual algorithm for the
ULTI-ROBOT task assignment problems arise in a
task assignment problem (MURID-TAP). Collectively, we refer
variety of applications, including disaster and rescue
to our distributed algorithms as the MUR Family of algorithms
operations [2], persistent surveillance [3], [4], package delivery
for task assignment problems. Our distributed task assignment
[5], [6], and transportation [7]–[9], where the deployment
algorithms apply to task assignment problems with convex
of multiple robots allows for the completion of several
(linear or nonlinear) objective functions and affine constraints, a
tasks concurrently. In many situations, the robots possess
broader class of task assignment problems than those previously
heterogeneous capabilities, with certain robots better suited for
treated in the literature, which subsumes the classical task
specific tasks. In realistic settings, each robot has access to
assignment problem with linear objective functions.
Our distributed algorithms are based on the alternating
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Abstract—We present a distributed algorithm to solve a class
of multi-robot task assignment problems. We formulate task
assignment as a mathematical optimization and solve for optimal
solutions with a variant of the consensus Alternating Direction
Method of Multipliers (C-ADMM). We provide C-ADMM-based
algorithms for both the primal and dual problem formulations,
and show the advantages of each form depending on the problem
specifics. In our algorithm, each robot solves a series of local
optimization problems and communicates the results to its local
neighbors, ultimately converging to an optimal task assignment
in problems with linear objective functions, and an optimal
solution of the relaxed problem in convex problems. While many
other distributed algorithms require a central station for their
implementation, in our algorithm each robot only communicates
with its one-hop neighbors. In linear task assignment problems,
our algorithm converges to the optimal task assignment, unlike
many other distributed algorithms for this problem, which yield
sub-optimal solutions. We demonstrate our algorithms in task
assignment problems over a variety of communication network
topologies, where we show that our inexact dual algorithm is at
least 60% faster than other distributed algorithms which produce
an optimal task assignment. In addition, our dual algorithm
attains a 69% speedup in computation time compared to a
notable distributed variant of the Hungarian method [1]. We
also apply our algorithm to a multi-UAV persistent surveillance
problem, showing its suitability for problems involving periodic
task assignments.
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however, these methods place stringent conditions on the
problem.
In our algorithms, each robot solves a local optimization
problem iteratively, while communicating with its neighbors,
to compute an optimal solution of the mathematical program.
We assume that each robot communicates with only its onehop neighbors over a point-to-point communication network.
Further, our algorithm does not require strategic data flow
during the communication process. Although each robot
has access to only its local problem data, all the robots
compute the same optimal solution, without relying on a
central station at any point. Consequently, our algorithms
offer stronger protection against adversarial attacks, eliminating
vulnerabilities associated with a single point of failure.
Moreover, the iterates in our algorithms converge to the optimal
solution of the relaxed task assignment problem, provided the
objective function of the problem is proper and convex, and
the Lagrangian of the problem has a saddle-point (standard
technical conditions for solving convex optimization problems),
unlike many existing distributed methods which produce suboptimal solutions. As with other distributed methods, our
algorithms provide better privacy by minimizing the amount
of data shared by each robot, as each robot does not share its
local objective and constraint functions data with other robots.
We demonstrate the performance of our task assignment
algorithms in comparison to other distributed task assignment
algorithms, showing the balanced trade-off provided by our
algorithms with respect to communication and computation
overhead. Particularly, MURID-TAP is about 60% faster
compared to the best competing distributed algorithm [17],
among distributed algorithms which produce an optimal task
assignment, in terms of the cumulative computation time
required by each robot to compute an optimal task assignment.
In comparison to a distributed variant of the widely used
Hungarian method for task assignment [1], MURD-TAP
provides about a 69% speedup in computation time per robot
at the expense of a greater number of communication rounds.
Further, we demonstrate the application of our distributed
algorithm to persistent surveillance problems, where our
algorithm produces the optimal task assignment at each
assignment episode. In addition, we show the amenability
of our algorithms to problems with different communication
network topology and further, highlight the versatility of our
algorithms in multi-robot problems with constraints on the
availability of different resources, including computational,
communication, and data storage resources.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
The task assignment problem, a canonical optimization
scenario, with applications extending beyond the multi-robot
systems domain to task scheduling and operations management,
is widely solved using the Hungarian algorithm [18]—a
centralized algorithm which requires knowledge of the costs
of all possible robot and task pairs. The need for global access
to the costs of all robot and task pairs renders the algorithm
unsuitable for multi-robot problems, where each robot only has
access to its local costs for each task. Dispersing information

on the costs among all robots introduces computational and
communication overhead, which degrades the efficiency of
the algorithm. A few distributed variants of the Hungarian
algorithm overcome these challenges [1], [19] and still provide
the optimal task assignment. As with the centralized Hungarian
algorithm, these distributed variants only apply to problems
with linear objective cost functions, limiting the scope of multirobot task assignment problems which can be solved using these
methods. In contrast, our methods can be used for problems
with general convex objectives.
Another popular approach, auction methods, involve a market
construct where the robots negotiate with their neighbors
to compute an assignment which minimizes their costs
while ensuring that no task remains unassigned. Typically,
a centralized auctioneer manages the auctions, receiving bids
from the robots before assigning the task to the winning bidder
[20]–[23]. Consequently, these methods require all robots to
communicate with the auctioneer [24]. Other methods designate
an auctioneer from the group of robots which also doubles
as a bidder [25], [26], with the auction process only being
executed when the robots are within range of their neighbors
for spatially-distributed tasks [27], [28]. In other methods, each
robot serves as an auctioneer, updating the assignment of all
tasks iteratively upon receiving bids from its neighbors until all
the tasks are assigned [29]–[34]. Despite the relative simplicity
of auction methods, these methods do not generally provide
an optimal assignment of all tasks [35], [36]. However, the
auction method in [17], which involves a conflict resolution
procedure for robots assigned to the same task, results in an
optimal assignment. Unlike auction or market methods, our
method produces the optimal task assignment without relying
on any designated auctioneer.
The task assignment problem can be formulated as a
mixed-integer optimization problem with binary assignment
variables. As such, mixed-integer linear programming (MILP)
methods apply to these problems with linear objective functions.
The MILP methods in [37]–[40] solve the task assignment
problem at a central station which collates all the relevant
local information available to each robot. Some distributed
MILP methods employ dual decomposition in solving the
task assignment problem [41] without requiring each robot
to communicate its local objective functions. However, these
methods still require a central station for updating the dual
variables after the local primal updates performed by each
robot. Other methods utilize a primal decomposition approach
to compute an approximate solution to the task assignment
problem [42]. In [43], each robot computes its assignment
from the dual formulation of the task assignment problem by
solving MILP sub-problems iteratively using the branch and
bound procedure. Other MILP methods utilize a distributed
cutting-plane procedure to solve the task assignment problem
but require the objective function to be integer-valued [44],
introducing an additional limitation on the class of task
assignment problems suitable for these methods.
Some distributed methods consider a convex relaxation of
the task assignment problem to a linear program with realvalued variables over the unit simplex, producing the same
optimal solution as the original mixed-integer problem. These
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distributed methods only apply to task assignment problems
with linear objective functions. In these methods, the robots
compute the optimal assignment using a distributed simplex
algorithm [10] or dual decomposition [45]. The surveys [46]
and [47] provide an overview of methods for the multi-robot
task assignment problem, noting the conditions required for
implementation of these methods. We consider a convex
relaxation of the task assignment problem. However, we
do not limit the scope of our algorithms to problems with
linear objective functions. Rather, we derive algorithms that
equally apply to problems with nonlinear objective functions. In
addition, our algorithms do not require any stringent condition
on the nature of the objective function or the topology of the
communication network.

3

IV. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION

We consider the classical multi-robot task assignment
problem where we seek an optimal assignment of N robots to
N tasks, described by the optimization problem

minimize
x

subject to

N
X

cT
i xi

i=1
N
X

(1)

xi = 1N

i=1
1T
N xi

= 1 ∀i ∈ V

xi,τ ∈ {0, 1}

∀τ ∈ T , ∀i ∈ V

III. C ONTRIBUTIONS
We summarize our contributions below:

where xi ∈ RN denotes the optimization variable of robot i,
with component τ of xi indicating if a robot is assigned to
T T
N2
task τ and x = [xT
. In addition, ci ∈ RN
1 , · · · , xN ] ∈ R
denotes the objective cost vector of robot i. We denote the set
of all tasks by T = {1, · · · , N }. The optimization problem in
(1) represents an integer optimization problem from the binary
constraints on xi . Solving this combinatorial optimization
problem proves challenging, with typical algorithms often
resorting to branch-and-bound methods, which fail to scale
to problems with large numbers of robots. Generally, existing
methods solve a relaxation of the task assignment problem
which replaces the binary constraints with box constraints on
xi , ∀i ∈ V. The relaxed problem is given by

We provide distributed algorithms for multi-robot task
assignment problems (MUR-TAP and MURD-TAP), where
each robot computes the optimal solution of the relaxed task
assignment problem, which corresponds to the optimal task
assignment in problems with linear objective functions, by
solving a sequence of local optimization problems. In our
algorithms, each robot communicates with other neighboring
robots over a local network, without any stringent conditions
on the topology of the communication network.
• In certain problems, multi-robot systems operate with limited
access to computational resources. As a result, solving the
optimization problems arising in MUR-TAP and MURD-TAP
might be computationally demanding for these systems. We
N
X
derive MURID-TAP for these specific situations. MURIDminimize
cT
i xi
x
TAP enables each robot to compute an optimal solution of
i=1
N
the relaxed task assignment problem via closed-form updates,
X
(2)
subject
to
xi = 1N
without having to resort to a nested iterative optimization
i=1
method to solve its local optimization problems.
• Compared to existing distributed algorithms for the task
1T
N xi = 1 ∀i ∈ V
assignment problem, which produce an optimal task
0 ≤ xi,τ ≤ 1 ∀τ ∈ T , ∀i ∈ V
assignment [1], [17], MURID-TAP provides at least 60%
faster performance in computing an optimal task assignment,
with respect to the cumulative computation time per robot. with xi constrained to lie between 0 and 1. Given a linear
objective function, an optimal solution of the problem (2)
always occurs at a vertex of the feasible set, since the relaxed
optimization problem has a bounded feasible set, although
Organization
the optimal solution might not be unique. As a result, an
The paper is organized as follows: We present the classical integer-valued solution can always be obtained from an optimal
task assignment problem with linear objective functions in solution of (2). Moreover, this solution corresponds to an
Section IV before providing a more general formulation optimal solution of the integer optimization problem in (1).

•

for problems with nonlinear objective functions and affine
constraints, noting its distributed nature over a network of
robots where each robot has access to only its local objective
and constraint functions. We derive task assignment problems
in Section VI. We demonstrate our distributed multi-robot
task assignment algorithms in Section VII, examining their
performance in comparison to other distributed task assignment
methods. We provide concluding remarks in Section VIII.

In more complex problems, the costs incurred by each robot
in performing a task is better captured by nonlinear objective
functions, e.g., in problems with strictly convex cost functions.
In addition, many task assignment problems often involve
additional constraints arising from individual preferences and
task priorities. As a result, we extend the problem formulation
in (1) to consider a broader class of task assignment problems
with N robots, m tasks, convex (linear/nonlinear) objective
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Definition 2. A function f : Rn → R ∪ {+∞} is convex if for
any x ∈ Rn , y ∈ Rn , and t ∈ R with t ∈ [0, 1]

functions, and affine constraints, given by
minimize
x

subject to

N
X
i=1
N
X

fi (xi )

f (tx + (1 − t)y) ≤ tf (x) + (1 − t)f (y).
(3)

xi ≥ 1m

i=1
1T
m xi

kxk→∞

∀τ ∈ T , ∀i ∈ V

where xi ∈ Rm denotes the optimization variable of robot i,
T T
Nm
x = [xT
, fi (x) : Rm → R denotes the local
1 , · · · , xN ] ∈ R
convex objective function of robot i, and T = {1, · · · , m}. We
note that solving the task assignment problem in (3) is even
more challenging compared to solving (1), particularly via a
distributed approach. Consequently, we consider a relaxation
of (3), similar to (2). The relaxed problem is given by
minimize
x

subject to

N
X
i=1
N
X

Definition 3. A continuous function f : Rn → R ∪ {+∞} is
coercive if
lim f (x) = +∞,
(6)

= 1 ∀i ∈ V

xi,τ ∈ {0, 1}

fi (xi )
(4)

xi ≥ 1m

i=1

1T
m xi = 1 ∀i ∈ V
0 ≤ xi,τ ≤ 1

∀τ ∈ T , ∀i ∈ V

where xi lies between 0 and 1. The formulation in (4)
encompasses task assignment problems with an unequal number
of robots and tasks, where N 6= m. We note that the optimal
solution of (4) might not be integer-valued. In these cases,
heuristics for obtaining a binary assignment can be employed
[48], [49]. However, if an integer optimal solution is obtained
for (4), then this solution is optimal for the original integer
optimization problem.
V. P RELIMINARIES
We represent the robots as nodes in an undirected
communication graph G = (V, E) with a set of vertices
V = {1, · · · , N } and a set of edges E ⊆ V × V. An edge (i, j)
exists in E if robots i and j share a communication link. To
ensure all robots compute the same solution, we make the
following assumptions on the communication graph between
the robots.

i.e., for any constant L > 0, there exists a constant RL > 0
such that kf (x)k > L when kxk > RL .
We assume the Lagrangian of the task assignment problem
in (4) has a saddle-point.
Assumption 2. The objective function in (7) is proper, closed,
and convex, and a saddle-point exists for the Lagrangian of
the task assignment problem.
The Lagrangian of the task assignment problem has a saddlepoint if the task assignment problem is feasible. As such,
Assumption 2 is not restrictive, as it is satisfied in almost
all practical cases. This assumption enables us to compute
a primal-dual solution of the problem in (4). Further, this
assumption indicates that strong duality holds with equality
between the optimal primal objective value and the optimal
dual objective value. This assumption is standard in many
papers in constrained optimization, although it is often not
stated in many of these papers.
VI. D ISTRIBUTED A LGORITHMS FOR M ULTI -ROBOT TASK
A SSIGNMENT P ROBLEMS
In the following discussion, we derive distributed algorithms
for the multi-robot task assignment problem (4), considering
its primal and dual forms.
A. Distributed Primal Algorithm
We derive a distributed algorithm for the task assignment
problem in (4). To obtain a concise formulation, we group all
the constraints in (4) into a single affine constraint, representing
the optimization problem as
P:

Assumption 1. The communication graph G is connected.
This assumption indicates that a communication path exists
between any pair of robots, possibly involving multiple hops
along the edges in E.
We denote the n × n identity matrix as In and the vector of
all ones as 1n . We interpret box constraints on vector-valued
variables element-wise. We provide the following definition
of a proper, closed, and convex function, in addition to the
definition of a coercive function, before introducing the next
assumption.
n

(5)

Definition 1. A function f : R → R ∪ {+∞} is proper if it
does not attain a value of +∞ everywhere, i.e., there exists
x ∈ Rn such that f (x) ∈ R. Further, f is closed if its epigraph
epi(f ) = {(x, t) ∈ Rn × R | x ∈ Rn , t ≥ f (x)} is closed.

minimize
x

N
X

fi (x)

subject to Ai x ≤ bi
where



−P̌

(7)

i=1





 Q̌ 
i 




Ai = 
 −Q̌i  ,


 −IN m 


IN m



∀i ∈ V
−1m





 1 





bi =  −1 
,


 0N m 


1N m

(8)

and P̌ ∈ Rm×N m represents a horizontal block matrix
consisting of N identity matrices (Im ) concatenated
horizontally, Q̌i ∈ R1×N m represents a horizontal block matrix
of all zeros except the i-th horizontal block component which
is set to 1T
m . Although the local objective function of robot i
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only depends on xi , which is a component of x, we express it
in a more general form in (7), for simplicity.
We express the problem in (7) in its distributed form
by introducing local copies of the optimization variables
maintained by each robot. Robot i maintains xi ∈ RN m ,
representing a copy of x, with the resulting distributed form
of the problem given by
minimize

N
X

x

fi (xi )

i=1

subject to Ai xi ≤ bi
xi = xj

(9)

∀i ∈ V
∀j ∈ Ni , ∀i ∈ V

T
where x = [xT
i , ∀i ∈ V] denotes the vertical concatenation
of the optimization variables of all robots. We introduce
the equality constraint between the optimization variables of
neighboring robots to ensure agreement between all robots.

Proposition 1. The distributed problem in (9) is equivalent to
the mathematical programming problem in (7) with the same
optimal solution and optimal objective value.
Proof. From the equality constraints in (9), all robots compute
the same solution for their local optimization variables since
the communication graph G is connected. Consequently, we
can replace the local optimization variable of each robot with
a common variable x̃. The resulting optimization problem has
the same objective function and feasible set as the problem in
(7). Hence, both problems have the same optimal solution and
optimal objective value.

variables of robots i and j respectively. We have not relaxed
the affine inequality constraint in (9) but rather enforce that the
local primal variable of each robot satisfies its local inequality
constraint. Likewise, we enforce the constraint αij = βij . The
augmented Lagrangian includes a penalty on the violation of
the equality constraints, with the contribution of this violation
determined by the parameter ρ ∈ R. In ADMM, the primal
variables are updated iteratively as the minimizers of the
augmented Lagrangian using the Lagrange multipliers at the
previous iteration before updating the Lagrange multipliers
through gradient ascent on the augmented Lagrangian.
The update procedure for the slack variable consists of
minimizing a strongly convex quadratic problem with a closedform solution, given by

1
k+1
k+1
αij
= βij
= xk+1
+ xk+1
(12)
i
j
2
0
if the Lagrange multipliers are initialized with u0ij = vij
=0
(refer to [14] for additional details). Similarly, the update
procedures of the Lagrange multipliers simplify to

ρ
uk+1
= ukij + xk+1
− xk+1
ij
i
j
2
(13)

ρ
k+1
k
− xk+1
vij
= vij
+ xk+1
j
i
2
at iteration k. With the specified initialization of the Lagrange
k
multipliers, ukij = −vij
at each iteration k. To update its primal
variable xi at iteration k, robot i solves the minimization
problem

(
minimize

We derive a distributed method for solving the mathematical
program in (9) using Consensus ADMM [14]. We introduce
the local slack variables αij ∈ RN m and βij ∈ RN m into the
equality constraints between robots i and j in (9), expressing
the problem as
minimize
x,σ

N
X

fi (xi )
∀i ∈ V

X

T

j∈Ni

xki + xkj
xi −
2

∀j ∈ Ni , ∀i ∈ V

xj = βij

∀j ∈ Ni , ∀i ∈ V

αij = βij

∀j ∈ Ni , ∀i ∈ V

(
(10)

fi (xi )

i=1

X 


T
uT
(x
−
α
)
+
v
(x
−
β
)
i
ij
j
ij
ij
ij

(i,j)∈E

+

k
ukij + vji

xi
2

)

(14)

2

which simplifies to

xi = αij

N
X

X
j∈Ni

+ρ

i=1

where robot i optimizes over αij , robot j optimizes over βij ,
and σ ∈ R2|E|N m denotes the vertical concatenation of all
the slack variables. With the slack variables, the augmented
Lagrangian of (9) can be expressed as

+

xi

fi (xi ) +

subject to Ai xi ≤ bi

subject to Ai xi ≤ bi

Lpa (x, σ, u, v) =

5


ρ X 
2
2
kxi − αij k2 + kxj − βij k2
2
(i,j)∈E

(11)
where uij ∈ RN m and vij ∈ RN m denote the Lagrange
multipliers for the equality constraints between the optimization

minimize
xi

fi (xi ) + qikT xi + ρ

X
j∈Ni

xki + xkj
xi −
2

2

)

2

subject to Ai xi ≤ bi
(15)
where
qik =

X


k
ukij + vji
,

(16)

j∈Ni

by combining the local Lagrange multipliers of robot i into
qi ∈ Rn . Subsequently, robot i updates qi using
X

qik+1 = qik + ρ
xk+1
− xk+1
(17)
i
j
j∈Ni

from the update procedures in (13).
Algorithm 1 outlines our distributed primal algorithm for
the task assignment problem. Each robot does not compute the
slack variables α and β and the Lagrange multipliers u and v.
As noted in Algorithm 1, robot i computes its local primal
variable xi along with its Lagrange multiplier qi . Our algorithm
for (9), MUR-MP, does not require a feasible initialization of
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The Lagrangian of the mathematical program in (18) is given
by
N
N
X
X

L(x, y) =
fi (xi ) + ỹ T
Ai x i − bi
(20)

Algorithm 1: Distributed Multi-Robot Algorithm for
Task Assignment Problems (MUR-TAP)
Initialization:
x0i ∈ Rn ∀i ∈ V
qi0 ← 0

i=1

∀i ∈ V

i=1

where ỹ ∈ Re denotes the dual variable for the separable
coupling constraint in (18), with ỹ ≥ 0.
From the Lagrangian, we obtain the dual function associated
with (18), given by
(N
)
X

T
g(ỹ) = inf
fi (xi ) + ỹ Ai xi − bi
(21)

k←0
do in parallel ∀i ∈ V
xk+1
← Procedure (15)
i
qik+1 ← Procedure (17)
k ←k+1
while not converged or stopping criterion is not met;

x

the local primal variables of each robot. Upon updating its
local variables, each robot communicates its primal variables
with its neighbors.

i=1

involving the minimization of the Lagrangian L(·) over x. The
dual problem associated with the mathematical program D in
(18) consists of maximizing the dual function with respect to
the dual variable ỹ, resulting in the problem
maximize g(ỹ)
ỹ

k

Theorem 1 (Convergence of {x }). The sequence of primal
variables {xki } of robot i converges to the optimal solution
x? of the mathematical program in (7), ∀i ∈ V.
Proof. We provide the proof in the Appendix.

which simplifies to
N
X

maximize
ỹ

We note that the MUR-TAP algorithm requires robot i to
maintain a copy of the entire task assignment problem variable
x ∈ RN m , instead of only maintaining its local task assignment
variable xi ∈ Rn , which can result in unnecessary computation
overhead. As such, we derive a distributed algorithm for task
assignment problems by considering the dual formulation of
the problem, where robot i maintains only its task assignment
variable xi , without maintaining the task assignment variables
of other robots. First, we express the task assignment problem
in (4) as
minimize
x

subject to

i=1

inf fi (xi ) + ỹ T Ai xi − bi



xi

(23)

subject to ỹ ≥ 0

B. Distributed Dual Algorithm

D:

(22)

subject to y ≥ 0

N
X
i=1
N
X

fi (xi )

Ai xi − bi ≤ 0

(18)

from separability of the objective function in (21). Using
Fenchel conjugates, the dual problem reduces to
maximize
y

N
X

T
(−fi? (−AT
i ỹ) − ỹ bi )

i=1

subject to ỹ ≥ 0

where fi? (ỹ) = sup ỹ T xi − fi (xi )

(24)

denotes the Fenchel

xi

conjugate of the local objective function of robot i, which
highlights the separable structure of the dual optimization
problem.
For a distributed approach to solving (24), we assign local
dual variables to each robot, with an equality constraint
ensuring that all robots compute the same dual variables. With
this approach, robot i maintains only its local dual variable ỹi ,
a copy of ỹ. We express (24) in its distributed form as

i=1

xi ≥ 0

∀i ∈ V

maximize
ỹ

where


−Im





 G 
 i 
Ai = 
,
 −Gi 


Hi



bi = 
,
 − 1 1N 

 N
v̌i

T
(−fi? (−AT
i ỹi ) − ỹi bi )

i=1

subject to ỹi ≥ 0



− 1 1m

 N
 11 
 N N 

N
X

ỹi = ỹj
(19)

Ai ∈ Re×m , with e = m + 2N + N m, and Gi ∈ RN ×m has
all its entries set to zero except the i-th row of Gi which
N m×N m
is set to 1T
represents a block
m . Likewise, Hi ∈ R
diagonal matrix of all zeros with the i-th block set to Im ,
while v̌i ∈ RN m represents a block column vector of all zeros
with the i-th block set to 1m .

∀i ∈ V

(25)

∀j ∈ Ni , ∀i ∈ V

with the equality constraints enforced between neighboring
robots, as defined by the communication graph G. We denote
the vertical concatenation of the dual variables of all robots as
ỹ = [ỹiT , ∀i ∈ V]T .
Proposition 2. The dual optimization problem in (25) has
the same optimal solution and optimal objective value as the
problem in (24).
Proof. The proof of equivalence between both problems
follows along the same lines as in Proposition (1).
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Following the same procedure utilized in the Section VI-A,
we derive a method for solving (25) where each robot computes
its dual variables locally. We introduce local slack variables to
allow for local computations by each robot, with the augmented
Lagrangian of (25) given by
Lda (ỹ, γ, ζ, p, w) =

N
X

X 


T
pT
ij (ỹi − γij ) + wij (ỹj − ζij )

(i,j)∈E

−

for the equality constraint, with the associated update procedure
for ri ∈ Rm given by
rik+1 = rik + ρ


ρ X 
2
2
kỹi − γij k2 + kỹj − ζij k2
2

(26)
with the Lagrange multipliers pij ∈ Re and wij ∈ Re and slack
variables γij ∈ Re and ζij ∈ Re . Likewise, we enforce that ỹi
satisfies the affine inequality constraint in (25) for non-negative
dual variables and the constraint γij = ζij .
Robot i computes ỹi from the optimization problem

ỹi

k
pkij + wji

T

−ρ

j∈Ni

ỹik + ỹjk
ỹi −
2

(32)

with an optimal value of zero. In these problems, robot i
updates yi and λi as the solution of the optimization problem

(
maximize

ỹi

1 T
1 yi − λi − rikT yi
N m
−ρ

j∈Ni

X

(31)

ci − yi + λi 1m ≥ 0 ,

(
X



Remark 1. In problems where the objective function fi (xi )
of robot i in (4) consists of a linear function, the Fenchel
conjugate fi? (yi − λi 1m ) has a closed-form solution when

yi ,λi

T
−fi? (−AT
i ỹi ) − ỹi bi −

yik+1 − yjk+1

j∈Ni

(i,j)∈E

maximize

X

at iteration k.

T
(−fi? (−AT
i ỹi ) − ỹi bi )

i=1

−

7

X

yi −

j∈Ni

)
2

yik

+
2

yjk

2

)
(33)

2

subject to ci − yi + λi 1m ≥ 0
2

yi ≥ 0

subject to ỹi ≥ 0
(27)

at iteration k.

which simplifies to

(
maximize
ỹi

T
kT
−fi? (−AT
i ỹi ) − ỹi bi − r̃i ỹi

−ρ

ỹik + ỹjk
ỹi −
2

X
j∈Ni

2

)

(28)

2

Theorem 2 (Convergence of {y k }). The sequence of local
dual variables {yik } of robot i converges to the optimal dual
solution y ? , ∀i ∈ V.

subject to ỹi ≥ 0
with the update procedure for r̃i given by
X

r̃ik+1 = r̃ik + ρ
ỹik+1 − ỹjk+1

(29)

j∈Ni

at iteration k.
We can further simplify the update procedures for the
local dual variable in (28) by recognizing that the equality
constraint in (4) corresponds to an unrestricted dual variable.
Consequently, the update procedure in (28) simplifies to

(
maximize
yi ,λi

−fi? (yi − λi 1m ) +

−ρ

X
j∈Ni

yi −

1 T
1 yi − λi − rikT yi
N m

yik + yjk
2

The dual optimization problem of robot i in (30) does not
involve the local constraints of other robots, noting that each
robot only knows a subset of the problem constraints in (25).
However, the equality constraints on the local dual variables
in (25) ensures that the dual variable of each robot satisfies all
the problem constraints.

)
2

Proof. The proof follows along the same lines as the proof
of Theorem 1. For completeness, we provide the proof in the
Appendix.
Upon convergence of the dual variables, each robot computes
its optimal primal solution from

(
minimize maximize
xi

yi



1
fi (xi ) + yiT −xi + 1m − ri?T yi
N
−ρ

X
j∈Ni

2

subject to yi ≥ 0
(30)
where yi ∈ Rm denotes robot i’s dual variable for the first
inequality constraint in (4) and λi ∈ R denotes its dual variable

ȳi + ȳj
yi −
2

2

)

2

subject to yi ≥ 0
1T
m xi = 1
0 ≤ xi ≤ 1
(34)
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where ȳi denotes the local dual variable of robot i computed
at the last iteration of our distributed algorithm. The problem
in (34) simplifies to

2
minimize maximize fi (xi ) − ρ|Ni | kyi − νi? (xi )k2
xi

yi

+ ρ|Ni | kνi? (xi )k

ρ X
2
kȳi + ȳj k2
−
4

(35)

j∈Ni

ri0 ← 0

∀i ∈ V

k←0
do in parallel ∀i
 ∈V
k+1
k+1
yi , λi
← Procedure (30)
rik+1 ← Procedure (31)
k ←k+1
while not converged or stopping criterion is not met;

subject to yi ≥ 0
1T
m xi = 1
0 ≤ xi ≤ 1

Recovery:
xi ← Procedure (39)

where

νi? (xi ) =

Algorithm 2: Distributed Multi-Robot Dual Algorithm
for Task Assignment Problems (MURD-TAP)
Initialization:
yi0 ∈ Rm , λ0i ∈ R ∀i ∈ V

∀i ∈ V



1 
1
−xi + 1m − ri? + ρ
2ρ|Ni |
N

X

(ȳi + ȳj )

j∈Ni

(36)
which results in a closed-form solution for yi , given by
yi? (xi ) = max (0, νi? (xi )) ,
with the resulting minimization problem
n
2
minimize fi (xi ) − ρ|Ni | kmin (0, νi? (xi ))k2
xi
o
2
+ ρ|Ni | kνi? (xi )k2

(37)

minimize
(38)

subject to 1T
m xi = 1
0 ≤ xi ≤ 1
for xi . After further simplifying the problem in (38), robot i
computes xi from the optimization problem

ρ|Ni | ?
2
kνi (xi )}k2
minimize fi (xi ) +
xi
2

ρ|Ni | ?
T ?
+
|νi (xi )| νi (xi )
(39)
2
subject to 1T
m xi = 1
0 ≤ xi ≤ 1

C. Distributed Inexact Dual Algorithm
In the MUR-TAP and MURD-TAP algorithms, each robot
solves the optimization problem arising in its primal update
procedure through a nested iterative method to update its local
variables. In problems where each robot has limited access to
computational resources, solving these optimization problems
may prove challenging for each robot. Consequently, we derive
a distributed algorithm with simpler update procedures for task
assignment problems. We express the problem in (4) as
x

subject to

N
X

fi (xi )
i=1
N 
X
i=1
N 
X

1
1 m − xi
N

Gi xi −

i=1

0 ≤ xi ≤ 1



1
1N
N

≤0

(40)


=0

∀i ∈ V

where Gi ∈ RN ×m . We set the i-th row of Gi to 1T
m with all
other entries set to zero.
We express the Lagrangian of (40) as

N 
N
X
X
1
T
Lp (x, y, λ) =
fi (xi ) + y
1 m − xi
N
i=1
i=1
(41)

N 
X
1
T
+λ
Gi xi − 1N
N
i=1

after the last iteration of our distributed algorithm, as
determined by a specified stopping criterion.
Algorithm 2 outlines our distributed dual algorithm for task
with dual variables y ∈ Rm and λ ∈ RN where y ≥ 0, without
assignment problems. Each robot does not maintain the slack
relaxing the box constraints on x. From (41), we obtain the
variables γ and ζ and the Lagrange multipliers p and w. Further,
dual problem
the updates in (30) only require each robot to communicate its
N
X
dual variables with its neighbors, without communicating its
maximize
φi (y, λ)
task assignment, minimizing the amount of potentially sensitive
y,λ
(42)
i=1
data exchanged by each robot. MURD-TAP does not require a
subject to y ≥ 0
feasible initialization of the local dual variables of each robot.
where



Theorem 3. The primal variable of all robots
1
T T
T
xS = [xT
,
·
·
·
,
x
]
,
computed
in
(39),
corresponds
to
φ
(y,
λ)
=
inf
f
(x
)
+
y
1
−
x
i
i i
m
i
1
N
xi
N
the optimal solution x? of (18).


(43)
1
T
+
λ
G
x
−
1
i
i
N
Proof. We provide the proof in the Appendix.
N
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with 0 ≤ xi ≤ 1. To derive a distributed method for solving
(42), we assign local copies of the dual variables y and λ to
each robot, with the resulting optimization problem given by

9

which simplifies to
maximize minimize
yi ,λi

xi

n
fi (xi ) − ρ|Ni | yi − νik (xi )
+ ρ|Ni |

N
X

maximize
y,λ

− ρ|Ni |

φi (yi , λi )

i=1

subject to yi ≥ 0

(44)

∀i ∈ V

Taking the same approach employed in Section VI-B, we
derive a distributed algorithm for solving the optimization
problem in (44). With this approach, robot i computes its local
variables yi and λi from

(
φi (yi , λi ) − ηikT yi − ψikT λi

−ρ

X
j∈Ni

−ρ

X
j∈Ni

yik + yjk
yi −
2
λki + λkj
λi −
2

2

2
2

(47)

yi ≥ 0

T
where y = [yiT , ∀i ∈ V]T and λ = [λT
i , ∀i ∈ V] . Following
a similar proof to that of Proposition 2, the optimization
problems in (42) and (44) have the same optimal solution
and optimal objective value.

yi ,λi

2

2
νik (xi ) 2
2
λi − `ki (xi ) 2
o
2
`ki (xi ) 2 + θik

subject to 0 ≤ xi ≤ 1

∀j ∈ Ni , ∀i ∈ V

yi = yj , λi = λj

maximize

+ ρ|Ni |

2

(45)

)

2

subject to yi ≥ 0

where




1 1
1m − xi − ηik + ρ
yik + yj  ,
2ρ|Ni | N
j∈Ni


X

1
1
Gi xi − 1N − ψik + ρ
λki + λkj  ,
`ki (xi ) =
2ρ|Ni |
N
X

νik (xi ) =


k

j∈Ni

(48)
and θik are independent of the dual variable yi . The existence of
a saddle-point enables us to swap the order of the optimization
problems to solve (47), yielding a closed-form solution for yi
with

yik+1 = max 0, νik xk+1
i
(49)

λk+1
= `ki xk+1
i
i
where the max operator works element-wise [50]. By swapping
the order of the optimization problems, the minimization
problem for xi simplifies to
n
 2
minimize fi (xi ) − ρ|Ni | min 0, νik (xi ) 2
xi
o
2
2
(50)
+ ρ|Ni | νik (xi ) 2 + ρ|Ni | `ki (xi ) 2
subject to 0 ≤ xi ≤ 1

m

N

where ηi ∈ R and ψi ∈ R denote Lagrange multipliers for
the equality constraints in (44). The optimization problem
in (45) represents a min-max optimization problem, which
in general can be difficult to solve. However, we leverage
the existence of a saddle-point for the Lagrangian of (40)
to compute a solution for (45). We express the optimization
problem in (45) as

(
maximize minimize
yi ,λi

xi



1
1m − xi
N


1
T
+ λi Gi xi − 1N
N

fi (xi ) + yiT



where


κi xki = − min 0, νik (xki ) ,

− ηikT yi − ψikT λi
−ρ

X
j∈Ni

−ρ

X

yik + yjk
yi −
2
λi −

j∈Ni

subject to 0 ≤ xi ≤ 1
yi ≥ 0

λki

+
2

λkj

which represents a nonlinear optimization problem. We note
that the optimization problem in (50) might be challenging to
solve in some situations. Hence, we utilize a proximal gradient
update scheme for solving the problem in (50). We take a
first-order approximation of the objective function of (50) at
xki and solve the resulting optimization problem

T
T
T
minimize ∇fi xki xi − κi xki xi − νik xki xi
xi

(51)
T
1
2
+ `ki xki Gi xi +
xi − xki 2
2βi

2

(46)
2
2

2

)

(52)

which yields the closed-form solution




k
k
x̂ki = xki − βi ∇fi xki − κi xki − νik xki + GT
,
i `i xi
(53)
equivalent to the gradient descent update of xi with step-size
βi at iteration k. Subsequently, we take a proximal projection
of the solution in (53) using the proximal operator ρi x̂ki
defined as the solution to the optimization problem
minimize
xi

xi − x̂ki

2
2

subject to 0 ≤ xi ≤ 1

(54)
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which admits a closed-form solution. Consequently, robot i
updates xi at iteration k using the closed-form procedure

xk+1
= min 1, max 0, x̂ki
(55)
i
before computing yi and λi using (49). In addition, robot i
updates ηi and ψi using
X

ηik+1 = ηik + ρ
yik+1 − yjk+1
j∈Ni

ψik+1

=

ψik

+ρ

X

λk+1
− λk+1
i
j



(56)

j∈Ni

at iteration k.
We outline our distributed inexact dual algorithm for the
multi-robot task assignment problem in Algorithm 3. Note that
our distributed algorithm does not require each robot to utilize
a nested iterative method to update their local variables. Rather,
all the robots update their local variables using closed-form
solutions, which involve arithmetic operations.
Algorithm 3: Distributed Multi-Robot Inexact Dual
Algorithm for Task Assignment Problems (MURIDTAP)
Initialization:
x0i ∈ Rm , yi0 ∈ Rm , λ0i ∈ RN ∀i ∈ V
ηi0 ← 0, ψi0 ← 0

∀i ∈ V

k←0
do in parallel ∀i ∈ V
xk+1
← Procedure (55)
i

yik+1 , λk+1
← Procedure (49)
i

k+1
k+1
ηi , ψi
← Procedure (56)
k ←k+1
while not converged or stopping criterion is not met;
Theorem 4 (Convergence of (xk , y k , λk )). The iterates
(xki , yik , λki ) of robot i converge to an optimal primal-dual
solution pair (x?i , yi? , λ?i ) of (40), ∀i ∈ V.
Proof. Refer to [51] for the proof.
D. Algorithm Selection
Our algorithms apply to a variety of task assignment
problems, given by (4), including the classical task assignment
problem with linear objective functions. Selection of the most
efficient algorithm for a given multi-robot task assignment
problem depends on the relative availability of computation
and communication resources at each robot, and the privacy
requirements in the given problem. To guide selection of an
efficient algorithm, we examine the computational, storage, and
communication requirements of each algorithm.
1) Computational Complexity: The MUR-TAP algorithm
requires each robot to solve the constrained optimization
problem in (15) to compute its task assignment. The
optimization problem can be solved using an interior-point
method, which involves factorizing the matrix associated
with the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) necessary conditions

for optimality — the KKT matrix. Assuming the KKT matrix
is positive definite, factorizing the matrix can be performed
through Cholesky decomposition at a cost of O((N m)3 )
floating-point operations (FLOPS), where we have retained
the dominant terms in quantifying the number of floatingpoint operations required. In addition, robot i updates its
local Lagrange multiplier qi in the MUR-TAP algorithm
using O(N m) FLOPS. Hence, the MUR-TAP algorithm has
a net computational complexity of O((N m)3 ) FLOPS at each
iteration.
In our distributed exact dual algorithm, MURD-TAP, each
robot updates its dual variables by solving the optimization
problem in (30). The optimization problem can be solved
using an interior-point method, which requires O(m3 ) FLOPS
to factorize the associated KKT matrix. Further, each robot
updates its Lagrange multiplier using (31) with O(m)
FLOPS. Consequently, the MURD-TAP algorithm has a net
computational complexity of O(m3 ) FLOPS at each iteration.
MURID-TAP does not require a nested iterative method
for any optimization problem. Each robot updates its local
variables using the closed-form procedures in (55), (49), and
(56). As a result, robot i requires O(m + N ) FLOPS to update
its local variables at each iteration.
2) Communication Complexity: In the MUR-TAP algorithm,
each robot shares its local primal variable with its neighbors at
each iteration. As such, each robot transmits O(N m) bits of
information to its neighbors and, likewise, receives O(N m) bits
of information. The MURD-TAP algorithm requires each robot
to communicate its local dual variables to its neighbors. Hence,
the MURD-TAP algorithm has a communication complexity
of O(m) bits. Similarly, the MURID-TAP algorithm requires
each robot to share its local dual variables with its neighbors,
resulting in a communication complexity of O(m + N ) bits.
3) Data Storage Complexity: Each robot maintains a local
primal variable and a local Lagrange multiplier for the equality
constraints between its primal solution and that of its neighbors
in the MUR-TAP algorithm. We assume that each robot
represents its optimization variables using Q bits. When
these variables are represented as double precision floatingpoint numbers, Q = 64 bits. With this assumption, each robot
requires 2N mQ bits for storing its local variables in the
MUR-TAP algorithm. In the MURD-TAP algorithm, each robot
maintains a local dual variable and a Lagrange multiplier,
which require (2m + 1)Q bits for data storage. The primal
solution can be recovered upon termination of the MURD-TAP
algorithm. In contrast, the MURID-TAP algorithm requires
each robot to maintain a local primal and dual variable and
Lagrange multipliers for the equality constraints between its
dual variable and that of its neighbors. As a result, in the
MURID-TAP algorithm, robot i requires (3m + 2N )Q bits
for storing its local variables.
4) Selection Guide: We summarize the results of the
complexity analysis in Table I. The computational complexity
analysis reveals that the per-iteration computational complexity
of the MUR-TAP algorithm scales cubically the number
of robots N and the number of tasks m in the
task assignment problem in (4), while the per-iteration
computational complexity of the MURD-TAP algorithm scales
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TABLE I
C OMPLEXITY OF THE MULTI - ROBOT TASK ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHMS PER
ITERATION . C OMPUTATIONAL AND COMMUNICATION COMPLEXITY IS
MEASURED IN FLOPS, WHILE DATA STORAGE COMPLEXITY IS MEASURED
IN BITS . W E DENOTE THE NUMBER OF BITS REQUIRED TO REPRESENT
EACH COMPONENT OF THE OPTIMIZATION VARIABLE AS Q.

Algorithm

Computation

Communication

Data Storage

MUR-TAP
MURD-TAP
MURID-TAP

O((N m)3 )
O(m3 )
O(m + N )

O(N m)
O(m)
O(m + N )

2(N m)Q
(2m + 1)Q
(3m + 2N )Q

cubically in the number of tasks m only. In contrast, the
MURID-TAP algorithm provides the most efficient per-iteration
computational complexity, scaling linearly in the sum of
the number of robots and tasks (m + N ). Consequently,
the MURID-TAP algorithm provides an efficient method
for solving multi-robot problems when access to adequate
computation resources poses a limiting constraint (and in
problems with a large number of robots/tasks). However,
when the availability of computation resources does not
prove prohibitive, the MUR-TAP and MURD-TAP algorithms
should be considered, as, generally, the MURID-TAP algorithm
requires a greater number of iterations for convergence, given
its inexact update procedures.
In problems with low communication bandwidth and
situations where communication between robots comes at a
premium, the communication complexity of the algorithms
plays a critical role in selecting an efficient distributed
algorithm. MURD-TAP provides the lowest communication
complexity, independent of the number of robots in the problem;
however, MURID-TAP also scales efficiently with respect to
its communication complexity, scaling linearly in the sum of
the number of robots and tasks.
In situations with limited local data storage resources,
MURD-TAP and MURID-MP algorithms provide more
efficient methods for solving multi-robot problems. However,
MURID-TAP scales linearly in the number of robots, which
can be consequential in problems with a large number of robots.
In contrast, the data storage complexity of MURD-TAP does
not depend on the number of robots. In general, selection of
an efficient algorithm depends on the relative computation,
communication, and data storage resources available to each
robot in the multi-robot problem.
VII. S IMULATIONS
In this section, we examine the performance of our
distributed algorithms in the multi-robot task assignment
problem. We compare our methods to other distributed methods
in each of these problems, assessing the convergence rates
of each method to the optimal task assignment, computed
centrally after collating all the problem data. We begin with
the task assignment problem with linear objective functions
and an equal number of robots and tasks, which is amenable
to other distributed task assignment algorithms. Thereafter,
we consider the multi-robot task assignment problem with
nonlinear objective functions and an unequal number of robots
and tasks, a problem which is unsuitable for many distributed
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task assignment algorithms. Lastly, we apply our algorithms
to the multi-robot persistent surveillance problem, where we
consider periodic assignments of robots to aerial surveillance
stations over time, with constraints on the minimum allowable
capacity level of each robot’s battery. We execute all the
algorithms on a laptop computer with an Intel i7 processor with
16 GB RAM and use the interior-point methods for quadratic
programming available in Gurobi [52].
A. Linear Multi-Robot Task Assignment Problem
We consider the multi-robot task assignment problem in (2)
where the objective function f (x) consists of a sum of linear
functions, given by
f (x) =

N
X

cT
i xi

(57)

i=1

with xi ∈ Rm denoting the optimization variable of robot i and
T T
Nm
x = [xT
. We examine the convergence rate
1 , · · · , xN ] ∈ R
of our algorithms — MUR-TAP (primal algorithm), MURDTAP (exact dual algorithm), and MURID-TAP (inexact dual
algorithm) — to the optimal task assignment, assessing the
convergence of each algorithm in terms of the percentage
relative error with respect to the optimal solution of the problem.
We define the relative error with respect to the optimal task
assignment as
kx − x? k2
RE(x) =
(58)
kx? k2
where x? denotes the optimal task assignment. In each task
assignment problem, we randomly generate the vectors in the
objective function.
1) Convergence to the Optimal Solution: We examine the
convergence rate of each algorithm to the optimal solution
on randomly-generated connected communication networks.
We begin with a task assignment problem with 5 robots and
5 tasks. In Table II, we provide the number of optimization
variables maintained by each robot and the mean and standard
deviation of the number of communication rounds and total
computation time in milliseconds required by each robot in
these algorithms to achieve a relative error of at most 1e−11 %
across 60 problems.
TABLE II
N UMBER OF OPTIMIZATION VARIABLES (# OF VAR .) AND THE MEAN AND
STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE NUMBER OF COMMUNICATION ROUNDS (#
OF C OMM .) AND TOTAL COMPUTATION TIME (C OMP. T IME ) IN
MILLISECONDS , PER ROBOT, IN 60 TASK ASSIGNMENT PROBLEMS WITH 5
ROBOTS AND 5 TASKS .

Algorithm

# of Var.

# of Comm.

Comp. Time (msec)

MUR-TAP
MURD-TAP
MURID-TAP

25
6
15

25 ± 14
31 ± 17
45 ± 20

4.164 ± 2.306
3.730 ± 1.934
1.608 ± 0.641

From Table II, each robot in MURD-TAP optimizes over
6 variables, while each robot in MUR-TAP and MURIDTAP optimizes over 25 variables and 15 variables respectively.
Consequently, the MURD-TAP algorithm requires the least data
storage capacity, which could be essential in robots with limited
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‖x ‖ x ⋆ ‖2
‖x ⋆ ‖2

onboard storage. Although each robot in MUR-TAP optimizes 60 problems.
over the greatest number of optimization variables compared to
the other algorithms, each robot requires the fewest number of
TABLE III
communication rounds to compute the optimal task assignment. N UMBER OF OPTIMIZATION VARIABLES (# OF VAR .) AND THE MEAN AND
DEVIATION OF THE NUMBER OF COMMUNICATION ROUNDS (#
In MUR-TAP, each robot computes the optimal task assignment STANDARD
OF C OMM .) AND CUMULATIVE COMPUTATION TIME (C OMP. T IME ) IN
within a mean of 25 communication rounds, while each robot MILLISECONDS , PER ROBOT, IN 60 TASK ASSIGNMENT PROBLEMS WITH 10
ROBOTS AND 10 TASKS .
in MURD-TAP and MURID-TAP requires a mean of 31 and
45 communication rounds respectively. However, the relatively
Algorithm
# of Var.
# of Comm.
Comp. Time (msec)
larger size of the optimization problem contributes to the longer
computation time required by MUR-TAP for convergence, with
MUR-TAP
100
85 ± 38
29.421 ± 12.832
MURD-TAP
11
39 ± 22
5.68 ± 3.055
each robot obtaining its optimal assignment after a mean
MURID-TAP
30
87 ± 38
1.526 ± 0.603
computation time of 4.164 msec. With MURID-TAP, each
robot takes the shortest mean computation time of about
As in the problem with 5 robots, MUR-TAP requires the
1.608 msec to obtain the optimal task assignment; however,
MURID-TAP requires the greatest number of communication greatest number of optimization variables, requiring each robot
rounds for convergence to the optimal task assignment. MURD- to maintain 100 variables, which results in a notable increase in
TAP requires a shorter mean computation time of 3.730 msec the mean computation time per robot. In MUR-TAP, each robot
to converge to the optimal solution compared to MUR-TAP, but takes a mean computation time of over 29 msec. In contrast,
convergence of MURD-TAP is attained after a greater number each robot in MURD-TAP maintains 11 variables, the smallest
number of optimization variables maintained by each robot
of communication rounds.
In Figure 1, we show the relative error of the local variables across all the algorithms. In addition, MURD-TAP requires
of all robots with the MUR-TAP, MURD-TAP, and MURID- the fewest number of communication rounds for convergence,
TAP algorithms during one trial. MUR-TAP attains the fastest with each robot computing the optimal task assignment within
convergence rate, with each robot computing an optimal task a mean of 39 communication rounds. Although each robot in
assignment within 35 communication rounds. In contrast, with MURID-TAP requires the greatest number of communication
MURD-TAP, each robot requires about 40 communication rounds to compute the optimal solution, MURID-TAP offers the
rounds to compute its optimal task assignment. MURID- shortest mean computation time of about 1.526 msec, compared
TAP achieves the slowest convergence rate among the three to a mean computation time of 5.68 msec required by MURDalgorithms, requiring about 50 communication rounds for TAP. In MURID-TAP, each robot does not utilize a nested
iterative method to update its local variables; rather, each
convergence.
robot updates its local variables using simple closed-form
solutions, contributing to the shorter cumulative computation
time required by MURID-TAP.
Figure 2 shows the relative error of the task assignment of
MURD-TAP
MURID-TAP
all
robots in MUR-TAP, MURD-TAP, and MURID-TAP to an
1.0
MUR-TAP
optimal task assignment in the problem with 10 robots and 10
tasks during one trial. In all the algorithms, each robot requires a
0.8
greater number of communication rounds to compute its optimal
task assignment compared to the number of communication
0.6
rounds required in the task assignment problem with 5 robots
and 5 tasks. In this trial, MUR-TAP achieves a slightly faster
0.4
convergence rate compared to MURID-TAP, with each robot
in MUR-TAP computing its optimal task assignment within
0.2
69 communication rounds, while MURID-TAP requires about
70 communication rounds for convergence. In MURD-TAP,
0.0
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
each robot computes its optimal task assignment within 45
Number of Commu icatio Rou ds
communication rounds.
In general, in problems with a relatively small number of
Fig. 1. Relative error of MUR-TAP, MURD-TAP, and MURID-TAP on the
multi-robot task assignment problem with 5 robots and 5 tasks. MUR-TAP robots and tasks, the MUR-TAP algorithm provides the fastest
provides the fastest convergence rate, converging within 35 communication
rounds. With MURD-TAP, the relative error of the local variables of all robots convergence rate compared to the other algorithms, given that
each robot in the MUR-TAP algorithm computes a feasible
converges to zero faster than that of MURID-TAP.
assignment for all robots at each iteration of the algorithm.
Next, we examine the multi-robot task assignment problem Each robot communicates with its neighbors across multiple
with 10 robots and 10 tasks. Table III provides the number of iterations to reach consensus on a joint optimal assignment
optimization variables maintained by each robot and the mean for all robots. In contrast, MURD-TAP and MURID-TAP
and standard deviation of the number of communication rounds do not provide a feasible assignment for all robots at each
and cumulative computation time in milliseconds required by iteration until convergence. However, in larger problems, the
each robot to achieve a relative error of at most 1e−11 % across effects of the computation and communication complexity of
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TABLE IV
T HE MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE NUMBER OF
COMMUNICATION ROUNDS (# OF C OMM .) AND CUMULATIVE
COMPUTATION TIME (C OMP. T IME ) IN MILLISECONDS OF MURD-TAP, PER
ROBOT, IN 60 TASK ASSIGNMENT PROBLEMS WITH 20 ROBOTS AND 20
TASKS ON RANDOMLY- GENERATED CONNECTED NETWORKS WITH
DIFFERENT CONNECTIVITY RATIOS .

MURD-TAP
MURID-TAP
MUR-TAP

1.0

‖x ‖ x ⋆ ‖2
‖x ⋆ ‖2

0.8
0.6

Connectivity Ratio (κ)

# of Comm.

Comp. Time (msec)

0.253
0.595
0.879
1.000

94 ± 32
61 ± 25
56 ± 20
54 ± 18

19.745 ± 6.819
13.096 ± 5.166
11.679 ± 4.044
11.541 ± 3.790

0.4
0.2

0

10

20

30

Number of Co

40

50

60

70

unication Rounds

80

Fig. 2. Relative error of MUR-TAP, MURD-TAP, and MURID-TAP on the
multi-robot task assignment problem with 10 robots and 10 tasks. Compared
to the task assignment problem with 5 robots, each robot in all the algorithms
requires a greater number of communication rounds to compute its optimal
task assignment. In this trial, MURD-TAP provides the fastest convergence
rate compared to the other algorithms.

each algorithm become more apparent, resulting in slower
convergence of the MUR-TAP algorithm.
In the subsequent simulations, we consider communication
networks with different topology in evaluating the convergence
rate of our algorithm and, in addition, compare our algorithm
to other distributed task assignment algorithms.
2) Convergence across Networks with Different Topology:
In this simulation study, we assume each robot has limited
onboard storage, and thus, each robot requires a distributed
algorithm with a low data storage overhead. Considering these
limitations, we select the MURD-TAP algorithm to solve the
task assignment problems in these scenarios. We examine the
convergence rate of MURD-TAP to the optimal solution of
the multi-robot task assignment problem with 20 robots and
20 tasks across randomly-generated connected communication
networks with different connectivity ratios. We denote the
connectivity ratio of a graph as κ = N2(N|E|
−1) , noting that a
fully-connected network has a connectivity ratio of 1. In Table
IV, we show the mean and standard deviation of the number
of communication rounds and cumulative computation time
in milliseconds required by each robot to compute a task
assignment with a relative error of at most 1e−11 % across 60
problems.
From Table IV, we note that the number of communication
rounds required for convergence decreases significantly as
the connectivity ratio of a communication network increases
from about 0.2 to 0.6, with a much smaller difference as
the connectivity ratio increases beyond 0.6. Likewise, the
cumulative computation time per robot decreases by about
7 msec over this range of the connectivity ratio. On fullyconnected communication networks, each robot requires about
54 communication rounds and about 11.541 msec in total
computation time, to compute its optimal task assignment,
compared to about 94 communication rounds and about 19.745
msec on communication networks with a connectivity ratio of

0.253. Consequently, the connectivity ratio of the underlying
communication network influences the convergence rate of our
algorithms, with a greater connectivity ratio corresponding to
faster convergence.
In Figure 3, we show the relative error of our algorithm
during one trial across the communication networks presented
in Table IV. Our algorithm attains its slowest convergence rate
when κ = 0.253, the minimum connectivity ratio in Table IV,
with a notable improvement in the convergence rate for larger
values of κ. As a result, on communication networks with low
connectivity ratios, each robot requires a greater number of
communication rounds to achieve consensus with its neighbors
on an optimal task assignment.

κ = 0.25⋆
κ = 0.595
κ = 0.879
κ = 1.000

1.0
0.8

‖x ‖ x ⋆ ‖2
‖x ⋆ ‖2

0.0

13

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

0

20

40

60

80

Number of Comm nication Ro nds

100

Fig. 3. Relative error of MURD-TAP on the multi-robot task assignment
problem with 20 robots and 20 tasks across randomly-generated connected
networks with different connectivity ratios. Our algorithm attains faster
convergence rates in communication networks with larger connectivity ratios.

3) Comparison to Benchmark Methods: We assume each
robot has limited access to computational and data storage
resources. Consequently, we examine the convergence rate
of MURD-TAP and MURID-TAP for the multi-robot task
assignment problem in comparison to that of other distributed
task assignment algorithms, including the consensus-based
auction method (CBAA) [29], market-based consensus method
(MBC) [17], and the distributed Hungarian method (DH)
in [1]. While the MBC, DH, MURD-TAP, and MURIDTAP algorithms provide an optimal task assignment, CBAA
does not guarantee an optimal task assignment. In addition,
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the MBC method requires all robots with conflicting task versatility, producing an optimal solution in general task
preferences to communicate with a merchant, which can be assignment problems with nonlinear objective functions and
played by any of the robots, to resolve conflicting choices affine constraints. MURD-TAP produces an optimal task
between the robots — which might be infeasible in randomly- assignment within fewer communication rounds while requiring
generated connected networks and chain networks, making a shorter cumulative computation time. Conversely, MURIDthe algorithm unsuitable in these problems. As a result, we TAP achieves the fastest cumulative computation time with a
consider a multi-robot task assignment problem with 50 robots, greater number of communication rounds.
communicating over a fully-connected network, and 50 tasks.
Table V presents the mean and standard deviation of the number B. Nonlinear Multi-Robot Task Assignment Problem
of communication rounds and cumulative computation time in
We consider the multi-robot task assignment problem in (2)
milliseconds required by each robot to compute a solution with
with
nonlinear objective functions and an unequal number of
a percentage relative error of at most 1e−11 % with respect to
robots and tasks, where the objective function fi (xi ) of robot
an optimal task assignment across 35 problems. In addition,
i is given by
we indicate any guarantees provided by each algorithm on
m
X
producing an optimal task assignment (Opt) and the amenablity
1
f
(x
)
=
(59)
i i
βi,τ xi,τ
of each algorithm to task assignment problems with nonlinear
1
+
α
i,τ e
τ =1
objective functions (NL).
with xi ∈ Rm denoting the optimization variable of robot i.
We examine the convergence rate of MURID-TAP on the
TABLE V
T HE MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE NUMBER OF
nonlinear task assignment problem on randomly-generated
COMMUNICATION ROUNDS (# OF C OMM .) AND CUMULATIVE
connected communication networks, noting the simple update
COMPUTATION TIME (C OMP. T IME ) IN MILLISECONDS , PER ROBOT, OF
procedures involved in the algorithm. We randomly generate the
DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS , AS WELL AS GUARANTEES ON PRODUCING AN
OPTIMAL SOLUTION (O PT ) AND AMENABILITY TO PROBLEMS WITH
vectors αi ∈ Rm and βi ∈ Rm arising in the objective function
NONLINEAR OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS (NL) IN 35 TASK ASSIGNMENT
of robot i, with αi ≥ 0 and βi ≥ 0. In general, the optimal
PROBLEMS WITH 50 ROBOTS AND 50 TASKS . I N THE Opt-NL COLUMN , “N”
solution of (2) does not always correspond to an integer-valued
INDICATES FALSE , WHILE “Y” INDICATES TRUE .
solution. However, when an integer-valued optimal solution
Algorithm
# of Comm.
Comp. Time (msec) Opt-NL
exists, this solution corresponds to the optimal task assignment.
We generate the objective function, given by (59), such that
CBAA [29]
5±1
0.5 ± 0.271
N-N
MBC [17]
1049 ± 256
21.6 ± 7.7
Y-N
an integer-valued optimal solution exists.
DH [1]
68 ± 9
210 ± 43.8
Y-N
For the nonlinear task assignment problem with N = 20
MURD-TAP (ours)
172 ± 46
63.329 ± 16.591
Y-Y
robots and m = 15 tasks, we examine the number of
MURID-TAP (ours)
385 ± 94
8.598 ± 1.846
Y-Y
communication rounds and the cumulative computation time
CBAA requires the minimum cumulative computation in milliseconds required by each robot to compute a solution
−11
time and the fewest number of communication rounds to with a relative error of at most 1e %, with the mean and
compute a feasible task assignment for all robots. However, standard deviation across 60 problems provided in Table VI.
we note that CBAA did not produce an optimal task
TABLE VI
assignment in all the problems that we considered. Among
T HE MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE NUMBER OF
the optimal task assignment algorithms — MBC, DH, COMMUNICATION
ROUNDS (# OF C OMM .) AND CUMULATIVE COMPUTATION
MURD-TAP, and MURID-TAP — the MURID-TAP algorithm
TIME (C OMP. T IME ) IN MILLISECONDS , PER ROBOT, IN 60 NONLINEAR
TASK ASSIGNMENT PROBLEMS WITH 20 ROBOTS AND 15 TASKS .
requires the shortest mean cumulative computation time to
produce an optimal task assignment. However, each robot
Algorithm
# of Comm.
Comp. Time (msec)
in the MURID-TAP algorithm requires a greater number
of communication rounds to compute an optimal task
MURID-TAP
276 ± 12
3.799 ± 0.205
assignment compared to the DH and MURD-TAP algorithms.
Nonetheless, MURID-TAP requires fewer communication
With MURID-TAP, each robot computes its optimal task
rounds to compute the optimal task assignment compared
assignment efficiently, within a mean computation time of
to the MBC algorithm, which requires the greatest number
3.799 msec. The cumulative computation required by each
of communication rounds. In addition, the MBC algorithm
robot depends on the computational difficulty in evaluating
is unsuitable for problems with nonlinear objective functions.
the gradient of the objective function, required in the update
Although the DH algorithm requires the fewest communication
procedure in (53). Figure 4 shows the relative error of the
rounds among the optimal algorithms, the DH algorithm
solution computed by the robots during one trial. Each
requires a greater cumulative computation time per robot
robot computes its optimal task assignment within 300
compared to MURD-TAP and MURID-TAP. Moreover, the
communication rounds.
DH algorithm is not amenable to task assignment problems
with nonlinear objective functions and general affine constraints.
In contrast, MURD-TAP and MURID-TAP offer a balanced C. Case Study: Persistent Surveillance
trade-off with respect to computation time, the number
In the previous discussion, we considered single or one-shot
of communication rounds required for convergence, and task assignment problems; however, many multi-robot systems
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Fig. 4. Relative error of MURID-TAP on the nonlinear multi-robot task
assignment problem with 20 robots and 15 tasks on randomly-generated
connected networks.

require periodic assignments of robots to tasks over time, such
as persistent surveillance problems with battery constraints. In
this case study, we consider multi-robot persistent surveillance
where a group of robots must maintain coverage over a specified
region. Given the battery constraints of each robot, the robots
must alternate between performing the surveillance task and
charging their batteries. As a result, assignment of robots to the
tasks must occur periodically. Moreover, robots at surveillance
stations can only move to a charging station if another robot
chooses to swap stations with it. We consider a problem with
12 robots and four dynamic surveillance stations, where the
location of the surveillance stations are prescribed by a given
trajectory. Figure 5 shows four robots with spotlights surveilling
a city, with eight charging stations (the green squares) located
around the perimeter of the city. At this time instant, one
robot (the robot within the red circle) is in the process of
swapping stations, moving from a surveillance station to a
charging station, as depicted in the Figure 5. We use the terms
robot and drone interchangeably. In the subsequent discussion,
we provide the state dynamics models of the robots, their
battery levels, and the surveillance stations. In addition, we
specify the objective cost associated with each task assignment
and compute the optimal task assignment for the surveillance
problem.
1) State Dynamics: The state consists of a position pi ∈ R3
and battery level bi ∈ Z for each robot. At each time step, each
robot can be at a charging station, at a surveillance station,
or flying between stations. When at a charging station, the
robot charges at a rate of rc per time step up to a maximum
battery level of bmax . Otherwise, the robot discharges at a rate
of rd per time step down to a minimum battery level of 0,
at which point the robot shutdowns as its battery capacity is
fully drained. We provide the dynamics model for the battery
capacity at time t in (60).


if bti = 0
0
bt+1
= min(bti + rc , bmax ) if i charging
(60)
i


max(bti − rd , 0)
otherwise

Fig. 5. One time step of a simulation. The charging stations are green squares
around the perimeter of the city. The four drones over the city with spotlights
are performing the surveillance task. One drone near the lower left (the robot
within the red circle) is in the process of a replacement.

Stations follow known paths and are represented by functions
sj (t) : Z → R3 . Charging stations are at fixed points in space,
meaning that sj (t1 ) = sj (t2 ) ∀t1 , t2 ∈ Z. Surveillance stations
may be at fixed points or follow paths.
Actions ati ∈ Z dictate where each robot should go at time
step t. If ati = j, then robot i should stay at station j if it is
there already or fly to station j if it is at a different station. If
robot i needs to change its station, it chooses its goal location
git according to



t
t
(61)
gi = sati min ∆t | ksati (t + ∆t) − pi k2 ≤ v∆t
∆t≥1

where v ∈ R denotes its speed. The goal point is the first point
along the assigned station’s path that the robot can reach no
later than it needs to in order to intercept the station when
moving at a speed v. Once it has a goal location, the robot
moves toward the goal point at a rate of v per time step, with
the dynamics of the robot given by
pt+1
= pti +
i


git − pti
min kgit − pti k2 , v .
kgit − pti k2

(62)

The surveillance paths are set so that they do not require
movement faster than v.
2) Costs and Assignments: Assignments are influenced by
constraints on the process of swapping between stations, as well
as the costs associated with swapping stations. We delineate
the problem constraints: First, each surveillance station must
always have a drone at it. The drone at a surveillance station
may only leave once a replacement has arrived, at which point
it travels to the charging station that the replacement vacated.
Second, once a replacement is sent, a second replacement may
not be sent until the original replacement arrives. Third, a
charging drone should not replace a surveillance drone if the
latter has a higher battery level. Fourth, drones may not change
assignments when traveling between stations. Fifth, drones may
not swap between charging stations.
Costs determine the replacements. If drone i is charging at
station j, the cost of staying at station j is
cij = −(bti − bmax )2 ,

(63)
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which gives the drone less incentive to keep charging as its
battery level rises. If, however, station j is a surveillance station,
the cost of assigning drone i to be the replacement is
cij = d2ij − (bti − btj ),

(64)

where dij is the required travel distance, computed with Eq.
(61), and btj denotes the battery level of the drone currently at
station j. This cost encourages replacements where the drone
at the charging station has a much larger battery capacity and
discourages replacements that require a large travel distance.
We compute the task assignments using MURID-TAP at each
assignment episode, comparing the resulting assignments to the
optimal solution obtained using the Hungarian method. In all
episodes, MURID-TAP produces the optimal task assignment,
depicted in Figure 6 for 2000 assignment episodes. The
assignment cost obtained using MURID-TAP overlays the
assignment cost achieved using the Hungarian method at all
episodes. A limit cycle of the total objective cost emerges
as the task proceeds, with the robots alternating between
surveillance and charging stations. Further, we show the battery
capacities of the 12 robots in Figure 7, with a limit cycle also
emerging. The battery capacity of each robot ranges from 0
(fully discharged) to 100 (fully charged). From Figure 7, we
note that the battery capacities of all robots remain above 20 at
all episodes during the task, highlighting that no robot ends up
with a fully discharged battery. In addition, the robots maintain
a mean battery capacity of about 70 (see the supplementary
video for more details).
4500
MURD-TAP
Hungarian (overlays MURD-TAP)

4000
3500
3000
2500

Fig. 7. Battery levels of the 12 robots during the simulation. The mean and
minimum battery levels are highlighted to demonstrate the limit cycle and
show that no batteries are completely discharged.

privacy to each robot, as each robot does not share its own
task assignment while communicating with its neighbors. We
provide extensive empirical results showing the trade-offs
among the three algorithms in terms of computational speed,
storage requirements, and communication complexity. We also
show faster convergence rates attained by our algorithms
in comparison to other distributed methods for multi-robot
task assignment. Lastly, we demonstrated the potential of
our algorithms in a more complex sequential task assignment
problem in which a group of drones must coordinate with
one another to perform aerial surveillance over a city while
periodically returning to charging stations to charge their
batteries. Our task assignment algorithms allow the robots to
achieve a limit cycle persistent monitoring behavior, balancing
recharging and surveillance activities amongst themselves in a
fully distributed fashion in perpetuity.

2000

A PPENDIX

1500

Proof of Theorem 1

1000

We can express the primal mathematical program in (10) as

500
0
0

500

1000

1500

2000

minimize
x,σ

Fig. 6. Assignment of 12 robots to two surveillance stations on a persistent
surveillance task using MURD-TAP. MURD-TAP produces the optimal task
assignment at each episode, with a limit cycle emerging as the task proceeds.

N
X

fi (xi )

i=1

subject to Ai xi ≤ bi

∀i ∈ V

(65)

Fx = Gσ
2

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
We derive distributed algorithms for solving multi-robot
task assignment problems that only require a connected
communication graph among the robots. We present three
related algorithms, all derived from variants of the Alternating
Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM), each with its own
advantages and disadvantages. All three algorithms are proven
to produce the optimal task assignment. The two algorithms
based on the dual problem formulation also provide improved

where F ∈ R2|E|N m×mN and G ∈ R2|E|N m×2|E|N m define
the mapping between the local x variable of each robot and the
slack variables in σ, as expressed by the equality constraints
in (10). The augmented Lagrangian for the problem in (65) is
given by
LF
a (x, σ, µ) =

N
X



fi (xi ) + µT Fx − Gσ

i=1

ρ
2
+ kFx − Gσk2
2

(66)
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where µ ∈ R2|E|N m represents a Lagrange multiplier for the
equality constraint in (65). We have not relaxed the inequality
constraint in (65).
By simplifying the minimization problem for the primal
update procedure in (15), robot i computes its primal variables
from the problem
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in (10). In addition, the iterates satisfy
N
X


fi xk+1
− fi (x?i )
i

i=1

≤ − Fxk+1 − Gσ k+1
+ ρ Fxk+1 − Gσ

(
minimize
xi

− ρ G σ k+1 − σ

2

k
fi (xi ) + ρ|Ni | kxi k2 + xT
i qi

−

X

xki

+

xkj

(67)



subject to Ai xi ≤ bi


1 k
2
2
µ − µ? 2 − µk+1 − µ? 2
ρ

 2

+ ρ G σ k − σ ? 2 − G σ k+1 − σ ?
≥ ρ Fx

−

+ρ G σ

k+1

2

2
2

∞ 
X

+ ρ G σk − σ?

Fxk+1 − Gσ k+1



2

−σ

k



2

2

(69)

2

+ G σ k+1 − σ k
2



2



2

(70)
2
2

(73)

0

+ρ G σ −σ

?



2
2


− fi (x?i ) → 0
fi xk+1
i

(74)

i=1


from the boundedness of G σ k+1 − σ ? and (71), showing
that the objective value converges to its optimal value. Further,
the iterates (xk , σ k , µk ) converge to (x? , σ ? , µ? ), the saddlepoint of the Lagrangian. Refer to [54], [55] for a detailed
proof.
Proof of Theorem 2
The proof follows along the same lines as the proof of
Theorem 1. For completeness, we provide the proof here. We
can express the mathematical program in (25) as
N
X

T
(−fi? (−AT
i yi ) − yi bi )

i=1

(75)

∀i ∈ V

F̃y = G̃ϑ
where F̃ ∈ R2|E|m×N m and G̃ ∈ R2|E|m×2|E|m define the
mapping between the local y variable of each robot and
T
T
the slack variables [γij
, ζij
, ∀(i, j) ∈ E]T in ϑ. Note that
the maximization problem in (30) has a proper, closed, and
coercive objective function. Further, a maximizer exists for
the optimization problem in (30). As a result, our algorithm
for the class of mathematical programs D generates bounded
iterates (y k , ϑk , $k ) which satisfy

1 k
2
2
$ − $? 2 − $k+1 − $? 2
ρ


 2
 2
+ ρ G̃ ϑk − ϑ?
− G̃ ϑk+1 − ϑ?
2

2

≥ ρ F̃y k+1 − G̃ϑk+1

2

+ ρ G̃ ϑk+1 − ϑk

2

and



2
2

(76)
at each iteration, showing that the weighted error between
(ϑk , $k ) and (ϑ? , $? )

which shows that
Fxk+1 − Gσ k+1 → 0

G σ k+1 − σ k → 0

N
X

subject to yi ≥ 0

2

2

k=0

1 0
≤
µ − µ?
ρ

G σ k+1 − σ

G σ k+1 − σ k


T
fi xk+1
− fi (x?i ) ≥ − Fxk+1 − Gσ k+1 µk+1
i

y,ϑ

decreases sufficiently at each iteration, which shows that
the iterates (Gσ k , µk ) are bounded. Summing (68) over all
iterations results in
ρ

N
X

maximize



(68)
at each iteration, where (x? , σ ? , µ? ) represents a saddle-point
of the Lagrangian of (65). From (68), the weighted error
between the iterates (σ k , µk ) and (σ ? , µ? )
1 k
µ − µ?
ρ


? T


k

at each iteration, where x?i = x? . As k → ∞,

at each iteration. The local objective function of each robot
as defined in (7) is convex, proper, and closed. Consequently,
the minimization problem in (67) has a proper, closed, and
coercive objective function. From Weirstrass theorem [53], the
minimization problem has a minimum value which is attained
at a solution x̃, within the feasible set of the problem. As such,
a minimizer exists for the minimization problems arising at
each iteration of our algorithm.
k
k
At iteration k, the iterate xk+1 minimizes LF
a (x, σ , µ ).
k+1
F
k+1
k
Likewise, σ
minimizes La (x
, σ, µ ). From the
optimality conditions arising in the primal update procedure,
the iterates generated by our algorithm satisfy

2
Gσ k+1 2

(72)


k+1 T

i=1

j∈Ni

k+1

µk+1

along with

)
ρxT
i

T

(71)

as k → ∞. Consequently, the local primal variable of all robots
converge to the same solution, satisfying the equality constraints

1
$k − $?
ρ

2
2

+ ρ G̃ ϑk − ϑ?



2
2

(77)

decreases at each iteration, where (y ? , ϑ? , $? ) represents a
saddle-point of the Lagrangian of (75).
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In addition, as k → ∞,
F̃y

k+1

k+1

− G̃ϑ

k+1

G̃ ϑ

k

−ϑ



→0

and

(78)

→ 0,

showing that the dual variables of all robots converge to
the same solution. Ultimately, the objective value of (75)
computed at y k converges to its optimal value, with the iterates
(y k , ϑk , $k ) converging to a saddle-point (y ? , ϑ? , $? ) of the
Lagrangian of (75).
Proof of Theorem 3
We can express the Lagrangian in (20) as
La (ỹ, x) =

N
X

fi (xi ) + ỹiT (Ai xi − bi )

(79)

i=1

where robot i maintains the local dual variable ỹi , with the
constraints
ỹi = ỹj ∀(i, j) ∈ E ,
(80)
ensuring all the dual variables have the same value. By relaxing
the constraints in (80), we obtain the augmented Lagrangian
La (ỹ, x, γ, ζ, p, w) =

N
X

fi (xi ) + ỹiT (Ai xi − bi )

i=1

−

X 


T
pT
(ỹ
−
γ
)
+
w
(ỹ
−
ζ
)
ij
ij
ij i
ij j

(i,j)∈E

−


ρ X 
2
2
kỹi − γij k2 + kỹj − ζij k2
2
(i,j)∈E

(81)
with Lagrange multipliers p and w and slack variables γ and
ζ for the equality constraints in (80) over the feasible set
where γij = ζij . From the existence of a saddle-point, we can
compute the optimal primal solution x? from the problem
minimize maximize Lda (ỹ, x, γ ? , ζ ? , p? , w? )
x

ỹ

subject to ỹi ≥ 0

(82)

∀i ∈ V

where γ ? , ζ ? , p? , and w? represent an optimal solution for
the slack variables and Lagrange multipliers. The optimization
problem in (82) simplifies to
minimize maximize
x

ỹ

N
X

Pi (ỹi , xi )

(83)

i=1

subject to ỹi ≥ 0

∀i ∈ V

where
Pi (ỹi , xi ) = fi (xi ) + ỹiT (Ai xi − bi )
X
ȳi + ȳj
− ri?T ỹi − ρ
ỹi −
2
j∈Ni

2

,

(84)

2

upon convergence of the MURD-MP algorithm. The
optimization problem in (83) decomposes into N independent
optimization problems, with the problem for robot i given by
minimize maximize Pi (ỹi , xi )
xi

ỹi

subject to ỹi ≥ 0

(85)

which simplifies to the same optimization problem in (34).
Hence, the local primal variables computed by all robots using
(34) corresponds to the optimal primal solution x? of (18).
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